Lanarkshire Region: Self – Evaluation of Outcome Agreement 2018/19
1 Recruitment
The majority of Lanarkshire College learners are young, local residents who suffer from
multiple, complex barriers to participation in training and employment. Effective recruitment
strategies are essential to ensure that SFC Outcome 1 ‘A more equal society’, is achieved.
Appendix A provides details on the performance of the Lanarkshire Colleges in 2018/19
against key recruitment measures, which can be summarised as follows. 184,129 credits were
successfully delivered against a combined target of 183,715. This is 0.2% above target but
represents a planned 1.9% managed decrease from 2017/18 delivery. This total incorporated
171,960 core credits and a further 12,169 ESF credits which focused on the provision of HN
programmes in key sectors vital to the Lanarkshire economy as detailed in the approved ESF
Skills Template.
The Lanarkshire region contains one of the highest proportions of SIMD10 areas in Scotland,
and this is reflected in the volume and proportion of credits delivered to learners resident in
these areas. 16.3% of Lanarkshire Colleges’ enrolments in 2018/19 were residents from the
SIMD10 postcode areas, equating to a total of 33,659 credits or 18.3% of the colleges’
combined activity.
Appendix A fully details the credit volume and proportion relating to protected characteristics
and care-experienced learners, with similar figures reported in both colleges across most
groups. An exception is credits recorded for learners with a known disability, (NCL 24.6% and
SLC 7.7%). It is worth noting that 69.2% of credits delivered in Lanarkshire Colleges were to
learners aged under 25. With a forecast population growth rate of just 2% and double the
forecast decline in working age population (10% for the region as opposed to 5% nationally),
this will mean significant changes to the future curriculum will be required to meet the needs
of learners and the local economy. Within this overall picture there are significant local
differences. In the East Kilbride area, the construction of 10,000 new homes is likely to attract
a higher working age population and more demand for school and college places. Much of
the working age population in South Lanarkshire are employed outwith the local authority
area.
School-college provision is a key priority area for Lanarkshire Colleges. In 2018/19 the colleges
engaged with 23 North Lanarkshire Schools and 17 South Lanarkshire schools to deliver
10,407 credits (5.7% of total credits) as part of the school-college provision to S3 pupils and
above. A total of 2,329 credits were delivered to 687 senior phase pupils studying at
Lanarkshire Colleges in 2018/19, accounting for 1.3% of total credits. This includes Foundation
Apprenticeship activities which developed considerably in scale from 2017/18 pilots. FA
provision is focused on government priorities, with the vast majority of pupils undertaking
STEM or care related frameworks.
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The Colleges have liaised closely with local authority partners to develop HE provision for
SHEP schools (Secondary schools with consistently low rates of progression to higher
education). A total of 1,313 credits, 2.3% of overall HE credits delivered in 2018/19 were to
learners from SHEP schools. This remains an area for development and Lanarkshire colleges
are confident that they can fulfil the ambition to increase this figure to 5% by 2021-22.
Provision of high-quality STEM programmes continue to be a priority for Lanarkshire Colleges,
with 26.2% (48,276) of all credit delivery focused on STEM curricula. The Lanarkshire Colleges
are engaged in a number of curriculum enhancement activities designed to support
recruitment of learners in STEM subjects, especially those with characteristics underrepresented in STEM. This includes extracurricular robotics programmes for S4 – S6 pupils,
the Education Scotland funded ‘STEM Lanarkshire’ project and acting as lead on the STEM
Lanarkshire hub. Both colleges delivered successful “Step into Stem” events that linked pupils
with employers in engaging hands-on workshop activities.
2 Retention
The combined withdrawal rates are higher than national average in all four modes of
attendance (FEFT, FEPT, HEFT, HEPT). After two years with a strong focus on improving FEFT
withdrawal New College Lanarkshire reduced the gap from FEFT national average to 5% in
2018/19. There has been a three-year closing of the gap since 2016/17 when withdrawal rates
in New College Lanarkshire were 10% higher than sector average. Withdrawal across all
combined modes of attendance has dropped over the past three years from 15% to 12%.
Supported Learning performance remains strong. New College Lanarkshire is maintaining a
focus on FEFT withdrawal for five of its faculties. The college’s HEFT withdrawal performance
showed a 2% improvement in 2018/19, although remains higher than sector average. The
greatest outliers for HEFT Withdrawal rates are the Faculty of Care and Science and the
Faculty of Engineering and Automotive, and a focus will be on improving in these areas in
2019/20.
South Lanarkshire College’s withdrawal rates have also improved, displaying a three-year
positive trend. Early withdrawals have reduced by 1.8% and further withdrawals have
improved by 0.6% over this time period. This reduction in withdrawal rates by both colleges
has supported higher institutional and combined attainment rates.
New College Lanarkshire is one of five colleges that were part of a Scottish Government
College Improvement Project, with the aim of using quality improvement techniques and
sharing good practice in improving retention and attainment. The focus was on specific
subjects, as well as cross college improvements, such as transition to college and mentoring
projects that resulted in improvements to KPIs
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3 Attainment
Further Education Full time (FEFT) learners make up the largest single group in both colleges.
In New College Lanarkshire, although FEFT Completed Successful at 63.0% is 3.1% lower than
the most recently available sector average figure of 66.1%, the retention figures in Section 2
of this document showing FEFT Withdrawal to be 5% higher than the sector average
provides evidence that if the withdrawal issues could be resolved, Completed Successful for
FEFT would be significantly improved. In New College Lanarkshire, the greatest outlier for
FEFT Completed Successful is the Faculty of Business Social Science and Sport Faculty which
is 14% below the most recently available sector average and 12% below the Regional Target.
South Lanarkshire College’s FEFT attainment rates are consistently in the top quartile in
Scotland. Its attainment rate for 2018/19 at 71.1% is 5 percentage points above the most
recently published national average (66.1%). This attainment rate is 6.8 percentage points
above the regional target of 64.9% and is a further improvement on the already high
attainment rate of 69.7% in 2017/18.
New College Lanarkshire’s Further Education Part Time (FEPT) activity performs well
compared to sector average, at 79.2% in 2018/19, it is 1.0% higher than sector average (latest
available sector average is for 2017/18) and 5% higher than the Regional Target.
South Lanarkshire College’s 2018/19 attainment rate for Further Education Part-time learners
at 84.7%, is 6.5 percentage points above the most recently published national average
(78.2%). This attainment rate is 10.9 percentage points above the regional target of 73.8%
and is a further improvement on the already high attainment rate in 2017/18 of 82.1%.
For Higher Education Full Time, in New College Lanarkshire, the Faculty of Computing and
Creative Industries and the Faculty of Service Industries are performing well, matching
or exceeding most recently available sector average figure. The greatest outlier is the Faculty
of Engineering and Automotive faculty at 60%, which is 11% lower than the most recently
available sector average figure.
South Lanarkshire College’s 2018/19 attainment rate for HEFT learners at 75%, is 3.7
percentage points above the most-recently published national average (71.3%). This
attainment rate is 3.4 percentage points above the regional target of 71.6% and is a further
improvement on the college’s already-high attainment rate of 73.9% in 2017/18.
The overall HEPT activity in both colleges represents the smallest mode of attendance. In
New College Lanarkshire there were 891 enrolments in 2018/19, against a college total
number of enrolments of 18,201 and In South Lanarkshire College there were 384 enrolments
as part of an overall total of 5061. In New College Lanarkshire, the Faculty of Business Social
Science and Sport Faculty performed well, matching the most recently available sector
average figure of 80% completed successful. The greatest outlier is the Faculty of Services
Industries with a Completed Successful figure of 67%, which is 13% below the sector average.
South Lanarkshire College’s 2018/19 attainment rate for HEPT learners at 83%, is 2.6
percentage points above the most recently published national average (80.4%) This
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attainment rate is 8 percentage points above the regional target of 75% and is an
improvement on the college’s below-average HEPT attainment rate of 78% in 2017/18.
4 Progression
Progression into work or further study for both colleges’ students who successfully complete
their course is very good. In New College Lanarkshire, the proportion of full-time college
qualifiers in work, training and/or further study 3-6 months after qualifying remains high with
93.4% of FE students and 95.8% of students achieving a positive destination. Students at NCL
within the following subject categories are achieving positive destinations at higher than the
sector average: Business Management and Administration, Education and Training, Media,
Performing Arts, Science, Sport and Leisure.
In South Lanarkshire College, the proportion of learners in work, training and/or further study
is similarly high for FE qualifiers at 94% and slightly lower at 93.5% for HE qualifiers.
The Lanarkshire Colleges have worked collaboratively to ensure that curriculum has been
mapped to enable students to progress both regionally and nationally. This combined with
formal articulation agreements ensures students can progress from SCQF level 7 and 8 onto
degree level courses.
At NCL, courses within Supported Programmes focuses on developing skills for work in order
to address action points from within the Government’s Employability Action Plan to bridge
the employability gap between disabled and non-disabled people. Many courses include a
work placement ensuring that they are meaningful to either enhance a student’s skill set or
provide them with work experience in a field in which they would like to study further. In
addition, these courses include site visits and visiting guest speakers from local and national
employers. One success was Project SEARCH, a joint initiative between New College
Lanarkshire, NHS Lanarkshire, SERCO, ISS and both North and South Lanarkshire Councils,
offering a one-year employability programme giving students the opportunity to work in a
busy hospital environment either at University Hospital Hairmyres, Monklands or Wishaw. In
2019, 75% of students at Monklands and 88% of students at Wishaw secured paid
employment over 16 hours a week and 88%, which compared favourably to the national
average of 60%.
A particularly successful initiative in South Lanarkshire College has been the development of
the college as a recruitment hub for employers. South Lanarkshire College actively engages
with employers across a range of industries to guarantee interviews for students on successful
course completion. The most recent example is in Childcare where, through these
arrangements, in some classes the progression rates to employment and other positive
destinations has been 100%. The College is engaging with the Scottish Government over
disseminating the initiative as best practice.
Overall, 89.4% of students agreed that they were satisfied with their college experience at
NCL, which shows a positive trend from 2016/17 – 2018/19, indicating that the improvement
actions taken by NCL are having a positive impact.
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South Lanarkshire College’s overall percentage student satisfaction rate fell from 97.9% in
2017/18 to 85.6% in 2018/19. The college is not satisfied with the results for 2018/19. It is
taking action along with its student body to understand the reasons for this departure from
the norm and to ensure this is a unique, single-year occurrence.
For New College Lanarkshire, there will be a need to continue to work in partnership with a
range of external stakeholders, such as Newmains Community Trust and
the Coalyard Tearoom, to deliver courses which provide students with both the qualifications
and the work place experiences to gain meaningful employment. This is supported by
involving Fair Start Scotland, Route to Work and other employability support services in the
community to informally engage with the students towards the end of their course to help
them to transition to a positive destination, inclusive of supported employment. Moreover,
NCL has cafes and shops on our campuses that students operate as part of bespoke
employability courses that we have designed in partnership with Bridge to Business.
For South Lanarkshire College, a key aim, as indicated above is to improve on the overall
student satisfaction percentage recorded in the SFC survey for 2019/20
Curriculum challenges include the issue of workplaces in some subject areas, such as Care,
being saturated with students on placement and employers having difficulty in meeting the
increasing demands for work placement across a whole range of provision. The College is
working with several local authority partners to mitigate this problem. The College is also
considering further ways to prepare students well for jobs. It has plans during the 2019/20
academic year to better support students in developing skills that will benefit them through
their job application and interview phase with the aim of assuring even greater success for
students in moving seamlessly into employment.
5 Developing the Young Workforce
The opportunities created by “Developing the Young Workforce (DYW)”, to prepare young
people for the world of work have been embraced by both colleges in
Lanarkshire. Partnership agreements have been developed with the unitary authorities
for delivery of Foundation Apprenticeships through an SDS contract, which entails a more
centralised approach to ensuring appropriate work placements. Employers have benefited
by ease of engagement with schools and college staff, which in turn has increased
opportunities for raising the profile of local business and creating a work ready” employee.
By providing opportunities for participation in WorldSkills UK competitions, students in New
College Lanarkshire have developed employability skills via engagement with an industry led
network of practitioners. Likewise, staff who are WorldSkills experts and judges, oversee the
competitions in CAD, IT and BIM, skills they then use in learning and teaching activities, to
promote confidence in their students. There has been a significant increase in school-college
engagement across both colleges and South Lanarkshire College has new arrangements in
place to support pupils from East Renfrewshire Council as well as through South Lanarkshire
Council. South Lanarkshire College has reduced its school-college provision in the North
Lanarkshire Council area.
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6 Increasing Employer Engagement
In the Lanarkshire region several initiatives have been developed to promote effective
employer engagement. The development of an Apprenticeship Strategy and related
frameworks ensures that the colleges, using their expertise and knowledge of local industry
are in a position of assist employers with a cost-effective approach when delivering
Apprenticeship training.
Monthly business networking meetings of the Lanarkshire Business Hub, a free forum
for more than 400 organisations from Lanarkshire and across Central Scotland to meet and
share their business knowledge and best practice enables targeted campaigns and
involvement of activities that specifically meets local employer’s needs.
Delivery of training via the Flexible Workforce Development Fund (FWDF) facilitates the
colleges supporting employers to access flexible training, based upon their needs as well as
signposting employers to where they can access additional support or training. New College
Lanarkshire and South Lanarkshire College actively engage in delivery of programmes through
the FWDF. In its second phase New College Lanarkshire has supported over 60 employers in
staff development and their business needs.
During annual curriculum evaluation and course reviews, employers and/or placement
providers feedback is considered. This in particularly evident when reviewing course delivery
for Developing the Young Workforce, when obtaining partnership feedback is crucial to the
success of these programmes. Using site visits, industry competitions, product
demonstrations and visiting guest speakers has ensured that vocational programmes results
in skilled and knowledgeable students who are ready to progress into the workplace.
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Appendix A – Lanarkshire ROA National Measures Data Table
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